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Atwo dimensional mathematical model is developed describing four phase chemical reactions, motion,

and heat transfer in the blast furnace. The four phases are gas, Iump solid, Iiquid and powder. The model
simultaneously calculates the steady state composition, velocity, temperature, and volume fraction of all

four phases. The predicted gas, solid and liquid phase compositions are plausible, but the fines dynamic
holdup distribution is sensitive to the fines consumption processes in the raceway. The model has also been
extended to include silicon transfer reactions. Comparedto the base calculations, the predicted cohesive

zone position is higher and the bosh is cooler whensilicon transfer is included, The model predicts SiO
generation from both coke ash silica and molten silica, the latter being the main contributor to hot metal
silicon content in the case considered.
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l. Introduction

Theblast furnace is a counter current chemical reactor

whosemain purpose is to reduce iron oxides to iron.

The main reductant is carbon, although hydrogen also

makesa small contribution. Themajor materials within

the furnace are lump solids (ore and coke), gases and
liquids. In modernfurnaces using large scale injection of
pulverised coal (PC) or other particulate materials, fine

solids should also be considered a major phase.

Various mathematical modelsof the blast furnace have
been presented in previous literature.1 ~4) However, no
reported model considers the four major phases simul-

taneously interacting via multiphase chemical kinetics.

In this paper, a model is presented which does consid-

er multiphase chemical reactions, in addition to inter-

phase momentumand heat transfer. This model is an
extension of a previously reported model4) which only

solved conservation equations for four phasemotion and
heat transfer with simplistic representations of the

chemical reactions as masssource terms. The present

model solves for the composition of all phases, includ-

ing compositional change due to chemical reaction~

and the effects of such compositional change on phase
properties such as temperature, thermal conductivity and
viscosity. The purpose of constructing this model is to

demonstrate the feasibility of such an approach, where

as manyassumptions as possible have been removed
from the model, while still retaining computational
efficiency and reliability.

Animportant secondary process occurring in the lower
furnace is the transfer of silicon from silica to the hot
metal. Silica enters the furnace as a constituent of coke
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ash and ferrous gangue, and exits as either molten silica

in slag or dissolved Si in the hot metal. Numerousstudies

have showna variety of transfer routes are possible.5 ~9)

Silica reduction is an endothermic reaction, which may
alter the heat transfer in the lower furnace, thus affect-

ing the hot metal temperature. Asan extension to the base

model in this report, multiphase silicon transfer is in-

cluded, and its effect on the thermal state of the bosh
investigated.

2. Model Formulation

The two-dimensional, axisymmetric mathematical

model considers mass, momentum,enthalpy and
chemical species conservation for four phases at steady

state. Thegeneral conservation equation is given by Eq.
(1), Note that the full phaseenthalpy is solved for, based

on the standard heats of formation and integrated heat

capacities of the componentsof each phase.

a la(8iPiui~) +- -
(rei Pivi~)

ex r ar

a ~~L)+ I i( a~)+S~
........(1)= ax

8iF~
ex 7 ar

r8iF~
ar

The four phases considered are gas, Iump solids, Iiquid,

and fines. The exchange coefficient. F~ rs non-zero for

only two equations. First, for the solid momentum
equation, the viscous solids flow model proposed by
Chenlo) is used, so F~ rs set to the effective solids vis-

cosity. Second, the solid thermal conductivity is includ-

ed with modifications to account for radiation and
boundary layer conduction,1 1'12) The source term S~ is
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listed in Table I for all ~, siders resistance in both the solid and liquid phases.1'Is)

In the base model, the following chernical species are 1 1 l
considered. =-+- ...

..........(4)

e Gas-CO,C02, H2, H20, 02 and N2'
hs] hs hl

o Solid-Fe203 (hematite). Fe304 (magnetite), Fe~O k 2J~;
(wustite). Fe, ganguein the ferrous burden, Candcoke where hl = IL

_

ash. Wustite is a non-stoichiornetric compoundof
ds I.55~/prl

+3'09Jb,~llb,i~i~

variable composition, where w is approximately O.95.

e Liquid-Fe~O, Fe, slag and dissolved C, and hs =2
ksCp,sPsl al

~
as I

e Fines-C and ash.
7rds

For each phase i, the sumof the chemical species mass The fines-solid convective heat transfer coefficient is

fractions is unity. basedon an emulsion modelderived for heat transfer be-

tween a fluidised bed and a wall.16) For each of gas~coj,i = I ......

..........(2)
solid, Iiquid-solid and fines-solid heat transfer, the heat

jei

The conservation equations are solved simultaneously
transfer rate is calculated by Eq. (5).

for the four phases using a control volume formulation.
~is =hisAis(Ti

-
Ts) for i= g,

l, f ...

..........(5)

All calculations were performed using a grid of 90 axial The liquid-solid contact area is that reported by Niu et

and 25 radial divisions. al.17)

Interphase momentumtransfer has beendescribed pre-
viously.4) Interphase heat and mass transfer are dis- Asl

O400Re0'218Weo.0428Frslo 0238(1 +cosOsl)o.0235
cussed in the following sections. As

' sl s]

2.1. Interphase Enthalpy Transfer
'(6)

The gas-solid convective heat transfer coefficient is 680re 6ecoke
f

calculated using amodified form of the Ranz-Marshalll 3)
where A. = f +j cok' A* /ore dA dcok*~coke

orevore
equation proposed by Akiyamaet al.14)

Thegas-solid and fines-solid contact areas are calculat-

k (3)
ed by Eq. (7).

hgs = (2,0 +o39 Re;s/2prl/3)

=
8

The liquidsolid convective heat transfer coefficient con-

'

f

Ais """""(7)(AS~ASl) for l=g f
8g +~

Table l. Source terms In Eq (1)
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Gas-1iquid heat transfer rate is calculated by the method
of Mackeyand Warner. 18) Thegasfines convective heat

transfer coefficient is caiculated from the Ranz-Marshall
equation. 13) Direct enthalpy transfer from liquid to fines

is not considered due to lack of theoretical studles and
experimental data.

2.2. Chemical Reactions

Table 2 Iists the 15chemical reactions and 5 phase

transformations considered in the model. Note that as

the full enthalpy is calculated for each phase, the

commonlyused heats of reaction are redundant in this

model and not included. Rather, the only effect of

chemical reactions on enthalpy transport is by interphase

enthalpy transfer accompanyingmasstransfer.

Theindirect reduction reactions (n = I to 6) use a three

interface shrinking core model.19) The direct reduction

of molten wustite (n = 7) is actually a three phasereaction,

but is simulated as two concurrent reactions involving

only two phases each, in order to assign the correct heat

transfer sources to the solid, Iiquid and gas phases. The
intermediate species CO(adsorbed on liquid) is generated

and consumedat exactly identical rates, thus is not
actually solved for. Solution loss (n = 8,9) and the water

gas reaction (n = lO, I l) gasify carbon from either lump
or fine solids. The water gas shift reaction (n = 12) is

homogeneous,so has no accompanyinginterphase heat

transfer source. As this model is not concerned with the

details of the raceway, the carbon combustion reactions

(n=13, 14) are simple linear functions of species

concentration. The melting rates (n=15 to 19) are

assumedproportional to the phase temperature and

Table

massinflow of the species into the control volume. The
carbon dissolution rate (n=20) is proportionai to the

difference between the local hot metal carbon content
and the aim value specified as the measured carbon

content in tapped metal. The scaling factor ocl3 is set

based on experience so as to ensure complete con-
sumption of 02 Within the raceway region. The scal-

ing factor oel4 is iteratively adjusted to enforce a
specified PCburnout fraction. The scaling factor c(20 is

set based on experience so that the hot metal carbon

content approaches the aim value.

2.3. Physical Properties

2.3.1. Gas
Density is calculated by the ideal gas equation. Vis-

cosity and thermal conductivity are calculated by
Wilke's method25) using componentproperties calculated

from theoretical models.26.27) Temperature is calculated

from Eq. (8), which relates enthalpy to composition and
temperature.

r (8)
2:8

K

Cp,j(T)d TJ. ... , ...

,l

Hg=~a)j,gLAH~~8K+
j~g

where Cp,j (Tg) =aj +bjTg +cjTg

Heat capacity coefficients are from Ref. 28). Heats of
formation are from Ref. 29).

2.3.2. Solid

Oreandcoke densities are 3500and I OOOkg/m3, shape
factors are O.84 and O.9, viscosities are both 6Pa' s, and
thermal conductivities are both 0.8 W/m' K. Thewustite

stoichiometric factor wis 0.95. Temperature is calculated

2. Chemical reactions and phase transformations.

Formula

3Fe203(s) + CO( )- 2Fe30~(s) + c02 ( )
Reaction Rate (kmovm3's)

f f ~_ ~[
nm m

o'c02'g
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Ref
.
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4~,_3
Fe304(s) + CO(g) - -4~,_3 Fe~O(s) + c02 (g)

3 Fe~O(s) + CO( )- wFe(s) + c02 ( )
4 3Fe20s(s) + H2( )- 2Fe30d(s) +H20( )
5

4.'_3
Fe304(s) + H2 (g) - ~~I~ Fe~O(s) + H20(g)
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)
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20 AH*AHT -AHr
Hio,g

' MHo H2'g
' MH

6 Fe~O(s) + H2( )- wFe(s) +H20( )
7a Fe~O(1) + C(s) - ~Fe(1) + co (adsorbed on l)

R7 -k
(OFe~0'1P'E'

2
0.078x6Ee"ke)

?

)(
AilFe*o dp'eokedeoke7b CO(adsorbed on l) - CO(g) 21,22
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-

AHFd~o.' 'Mrr.o

AH7b A!!cT.O,g
' Mco

8 C(s) + c02 ( )- 2CO( ) i=s

9 C(D + c02 (g) - 2CO(g) iif Rn *

kn.] Pcoa(oc,sPsEs
where P

PsRTg

~+kn' Pco +k P j = Mj
coj,g

,*
n,3 c02

23 ~H 2A!!crb,g
• Mco~ AHc02'g Mco

lO C(s) + H20( )- CO( )+ H2( ) i=s

ll C(D + HO(g) - CO(g) + H, (g) iif Rn
kn.4PH20(oc.sPsss

l + kn
I
Pco + kn

3
Pcot + kn 5Pr!lo
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from Eq. (9).

r (9)
J298K

Cp,j(T)dTJ
.........

lH~=~coj ~LAH~98K+
, j,*

j~~

where Cp,j (T~) =aj +bj T~+cjl T~

Heat capacity coefficients and heats of formation are
from Ref. 29). Cokecarbon was assumedto consist of

graphite and amorphouscarbon, with an effective heat

of formation of - I OOOkJ/kg based on typical coal

heating values.29) Bulk solid properties (8., ip.,
p., p.

and d.) are averaged from the ore and coke properties

using the local ore/coke volume ratio. The ore/coke

volume ratio and particle diameter distributions have
been described previously.4) The viscosity is increased

lOO-fold in the deadmanto restrict flow to the minimum
speed necessary to satisfy continuity. This is different

to the viscous flow model proposed by Chen,lo) who
excluded solid fiow from the deadmanregion. This
modification is necessary in order to allow for possible

coke consumption within the deadmanby various

chemical reactions.

2.3.3. Liquid

Liquid droplet diameter is proportional to local solids

particle diameter. 30) Shapefactor is unity. Slag andmetal
density, viscosity and thermal conductivity are functions

of composition and temperature,30,31) as listed in Table
3. The liquid density, viscosity and thermal conductivity

are massaveraged from the metal and slag properties.

Heatcapacity and temperature are calculated in the same
wayas for solids. Slag composition is assumedconstant,

and M and Mash in the solid phase, M~1*g in the
g'"g"*

liquid phase, and M*~hin the fines phase are all assumed
equal to the meanslag molecular weight.

2.3.4. Fines

Particle diameter is 0.1 mm,shape factor is unity,

density is 100kg/m3 and effective thermal conductivity
is 0.lW/m ' K. Heat capacity and temperature are
calculated in the samewayas for solids.

2.4. BoundaryConditions

Thevelocity boundaryconditions have beendescribed
previously.4) At any point along the wall, the wall heat

loss flux is

q~*ll =
h**ll( T... T~*ll)

" " - " - (IO)

where T... = oe T+(I - o(~.ll) Tg
~*]1 ~

Tabte 3. Liquid metal and slag properties.

Pro ert Metal Sla
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The total flux q~*]1 is divided between the gas and solid

phases according to the weighting factor oc~.ll' h~.n. T~.11

and o(~.ll are 20W/m2. K, 298Kand 0.5 respectively. In

each row of computational cells, the total gas and solid

flux components. Qg,~.ll and Q,,wa]1' to be added as

source terms to the enthalpy equations, are calculated

by Eq. (1 l).

g ~"II =
(1

- oc )q A andQ, ~']1 ~'11 ~*n

Q,

.(1 l)

~ ~*u =o(~*uq~*llA~atl

These sources are distributed over the control volumes
within Imof the wall. This wall flux distribution is

necessary to give a source which varies smoothly from
layer to layer in the orthogonal computational grid,

where the inclined wall is represented by a stepped
boundary.

Species boundaryconditions are specified ore andcoke
compositions at the burden surface, and specified blast

and PCcompositions at the tuyere.

3. Base Results

Thebasecalculation used geometrical and operational
data from a blast furnace of inner volume 4907m3op-
erating at a metal productivity of 2.19 t/m3/day. Oper-
ational data and bulk solid properties at the burden sur-
face are as described in Ref. 4).

The calculated gas phase mass fractions of COand
C02are shownin Fig. l. In this and subsequent figures,

only half of a vertical cross-section of the furnace is

shown and the deadman, raceway and cohesive zone
(CZ) are indicated by dashed lines. COconcentration
is greatest in the CZ, due to Its generation by direct

reduction, solution loss and the water gas reaction. It

decreases as the gas ascends the furnace due to con-
sumption by indirect reduction reactions. Conversely,

pJ (kg/m3) 8586-
0.8567Tl

~ 63 x
[•1'C] 2620

u! (Pa's)

0.0967 x l0~3exp
58 9x 10 0,1 x

lOPf3)

8.314Tl

k W/m'K O0158T/ o57

2

~ Fa

tpl=
17089

COc"ots!ag

47419
COc'?ot"Ig

+0.93310~)i!go
' ~OO

si02 's"Tg OO
sio: tsl'lg

-
I~862(1)

,vso.s"'s
+7 9909co2d,20,~""g

~ lO3 17co
4lio].F'('g

42687x
106 26754x

lO;

+ -- + ---- --- --- + 02575
(T, -273 15)2 T;

- 273 15

~~__
O't6/

\
\\

~poo.
~~;.;olh8~2~~0

eQol,lJ

1
o~~

o

q~:,

IL (

751

.,
,=~~~**

~li

*.,

'.*'

**P.
'*:t~::\\':

** **'

(a) CO (b)C02

Fig, l, COandC02gasphasemassfractionsforthebasecase.
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C02concentration gradually increases as the gas ascends,

being produced by the indirect reduction reactions. Near
the furnace axis, C02concentration is low as the ore
volume fraction is low thus the volumetric rate of re-

duction is small.

The degrees of transformation for the three stages of

iron reduction are shownin Fig. 2. Hematite is quickly

reduced to magnetite after the solid enters the furnace.

The endothermic magnetite-wustite and wustite-iron

reduction reactions are muchslower. Over the outer
two-thirds of the furnace radius the onset of reduction
is muchslower due to the higher ore volume fraction in

this region.

Thephasemassfraction of carbon dissolved in liquid

and fines volume fraction are shownin Fig. 3. Liquid

carbon gradually increases, although below the raceway
the liquid residence time is short and the carbon content
does not reach the aim value. Regarding fines, the fines

carbon is quickly combustedas the PCenters the race-

way. Ash then melts due to the high fines tempera-
ture. In the present calculation, 900/0 of fines C

~~~~s/r//4i~9_o

'99 ~~

ll
/

q llol~

'l
f\ \-
,•~~o

../'

/"~:';'2-"
~~~:\\

"

'

"' '/*
/'(~Pc2j\\~/'

h~r
~~\\t)O'r~

'.
'._/" ~j

i

':':':!

1~
o
~:)

l

1
i

/"
.,1,

h2

l~:i

i'

\.~_// i

~i(i~

::~

~"d2v:~~::~:\\\

o '
'+ '~]o

'

(a) Fe2Q3->Fed04 (b) Fee:04->FewO (c) FewO->Fe

Fig. 2. Degree of transformation from (a) hematite to

magnetite, (b) magnetite to wustite and (c) wustite to

iron for the base case.

~~::,

-~~~*

o~2~• ~•-

""'i~\:\j

,: 1~.t~.

*

(a)DiSSOlved C(1)

Fig. 3. (a) Phasemassfraction ofcarbon dissolved in liquid

and (b) fines volume fraction for the base case.

and 73 o/o of fines ash were consumedin and around the

raceway, Ieaving only I I o/o of the injected fines mass
exiting the raceway. The present raceway reaction rate

equations result in a small local accumulation of fines

above the point where the deadmanjoins the back of
the raceway, but overal] a fairly uniform distribution of
fines exiting the raceway. This is in contrast to the result

shownin Fig. 5d of Ref. 4), where the empirical source
term resulted in most of the fines exiting the raceway
almost directly opposite the tuyere, with a strong ac-
cumulation of fines at the point where the fines leave

the racewayand enter the packedbed. This difference in

fines outfiow from the raceway then leads to different

predicted fines dynamic holdup patterns in the shaft.

The previous case showed a fairly narrow stream of
concentrated fines ascending through the furnace,

whereas the present calculation showsa more uniform

pattern of fines dynamic holdup. While in the present
calculation, this difference does not result in appreciable

change in the predicted furnace state, at high PCrates

the pattern of fines exit from the raceway mayhave a
large influence on furnace stability due to possible PC
char deposition throughout the shaft, particularly in and
around the CZ. Thus, the present raceway PCreaction

rate equations are probably too simplistic and should be

improved to ensure more accurate results at high PC
rates.

4. Silicon Transfer

In the base case, the predicted temperatures below
the CZare higher than measuredin actual furnaces. A
possible reason for this is the neglect of silicon transfer

processes. The reduction of silica is an endothermic
reaction which occurs in the lower zone of the furnace.

Silica is reduced to either solid SiC or gaseousSiO. SiO

can be reduced with dissolved carbon in liquid metal,

givlng dissolved silicon. To test the effect of silicon

transfer reactions on the model predictions, a silicon

transfer submodel was added to the base model. The
species added to the model are listed in Table 4. The
reactions added to the model are listed in Table 5. The
silicon species' boundaryconditions are assumedore and
coke silica contents at the burden surface (50 "/* by weight

of gangueandash respectively) andno SiO in the blast,

The calculated solids isotherms for the base case and
the silicon transfer case are shown in Fig. 4. The
temperature in the bosh is reduced by the endothermic
silica reduction. TheCZis predicted to be slightly higher

whensilicon transfer is considered, due to the exothermic

Table 4. Chemical species added for the silicon model.

Secies Phase S,

Si02 (gangue) solid (: )Msio ~R21

Si02 (ash) solid *( )Msio ~R" -R23 -R14

SiC solid Msic (R24
-

R~s)
SiO gas ( R_7)Msio R~3+R25+R26- '

Si02 (slag) liquid M' (R +R -R26
2 )s'02 21 2

Si liquid Msi (R27)
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Chemical reactions and phase transformations added for the silicon model.

n Formula R~(knoUln3,s) Ref
.

Inte haseHeat Source (Jlknol)

21 SIO ( an e) - Si02 (1) Asper reactions 15 to 19 Tn'i^=1100'C T~*=1200'C
22 Si02 (ash) - Si02 (1) T~in=1800'C T =2000'C
23 Si02 (ash) + c (s)

- SiO ( )+co ( )
k23Ps((osi02's PcoPs'olK23) 5,6 rAffs~lo,g

' Msio + AH Mco

24 Si02 (ash) + 3C(s)

- SiC (s) + 2CO( )
k24Ps(oJsio

s ~o) P 2/K24)
2' sic's co

5,6 2AHcT.O,g
' Mco

25 SiC (s) + co (g)

- SiO ( )+ 2C(s) /k25Ace*c Ps(Osic,s Msfc 8 AHsrjo,g 'Ms,o ~ co,g 'MCOAHT

26a Si02 (1) + c (s)

(ads l) + CO(ads. 1)t
7 ~H2e. =

~!T' ALrr,
Mcosiog

'Ms!o + L'r7co.g

-AH
T'

sr02J
' MsfOs

26b SiO (ads. D+ co (ads. l) ~

- SiO ( )+ CO( )
t k26Aceke

siag asi02'siag IMs'ol AH2eh=
AHr,

g
.Msio ~AH g

,:
~'o 'MCO~sio

27 SiO (g) + C(1)

- Si (1) +co( ) /27 coke,mer('/ PgQJslo,g MsiokA 9 AHT
co,g

' Mco~
AHr

sio,g
' Mslo

f 1 ( )- [ )]tlog~o\oesio~,"'g)
= 0.797

- 931x 10~ T,
-

273,15 B0.0228 + 8x
l0~5 T -

273,15(,

o/oAl203

+
oloMgOwhere the slag parameter Bis given by B= oloCaO+ o/oSiO

2 - 23
~ads I : adsorbed on liquid

ii-'/-

,,,","

~*

~ **+

-'0>"
'~'~~~~ "

~
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~~?~~~:

'
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\

~;:>~',

)~~:~r '
~,)~~~

Fig. 4.

() (b)Ts SilICOna Ts base

Solid temperatures (K) for (a) the base case and (b)

including silicon transfer.

re-oxidation of SiO which ascends from the bosh. The
calculated average top gas and liquid outflow tempera-
ture are 530K (257'C) and 1942K (1 669'C) compared
to the base case values of 524K (251'C) and 1957K
(1 684'C) respectively. The liquid temperature has de-

creased slightly, with a corresponding increase in top
gas temperature.

The phase mass fractions of coke ash silica, molten
silica, gaseousSiO and dissolved Si are shownin Fig. 5.

Thereaction rates for SiOgeneration from coke ash silica

and slag silica are shownin Fig. 6. The model predicts

two regions of high SiO concentration. Thefirst is above
the racewayand along the deadmansurface. This region
showswhere descending coke meets the ascending hot

gases from the raceway, and coke ash Si02 is reduced
to SiO. Ascending SiO then re-oxides to Si02 in and

below the CZ as the gas temperature decreases. The
second region of high SiO concentration is in the lower
deadmannear the axis, where molten silica reaches its

maximumtemperature. SomeSiO is formed in this

region, but SiO is also carried to this region from the

raceway, particularly SiO formed from slag silica

reduction behind andbelow the raceway. In the deadman,
SiO has a relatively long residence time, hence the
dissolved Si is a maximumhere also. In contrast, the SiO
generated from coke ash silica has a very brief contact
time with molte_n metal, hence the low Si concentration

near the raceway and along the deadmansurface. The
calculated average hot metal silicon content entering

the hearth is 0.340/0. This value is comparable to the

measured value of 0.410/0 for this set of operational
data.

5. Conclusions

A mathematical model of the blast furnace has been
developed which calculates the steady state composition,
motion, and temperature of gas, solid, Iiquid and fines

phases. The model considers multiphase chemical re-

actions with rates calculated by chemical kinetic equa-
tions. The model predicts rapid initial reduction of
hematite to magnetite, but slow reduction from magnetite

to iron due to the endothermic nature of the reactions.

Predicted gas and liquid phase compositions are plau-
sible, but the fines dynamic holdup distribution is sen-
sitive to the fines consumption processes in the race-

way.

The model has also been extended to include silicon

transfer. In the case studied in this report, the inclusion

of silicon transfer results in a cooler bosh due to silica

reduction, giving a slightly lower liquid outfiow tem-
perature than that calculated in the base case, and a
higher CZdue to the exothermic SiO re-oxidation. Coke
ash silica and molten slag silica both contribute to SiO
generation, however in the present calculation hot metal
silicon is morestrongly dependent on slag silica due to

longer SiO-metal contact times.
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SiO and (b) slag silica to SiO'
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Nomenclature

Af*" : area of control volume face (m2)

A..: contact area between phases i andj (m2/m3)
'J

Ai : specific surface area of phase i (m2/m3)

Cp,i: heat capacity of phase i (J/kg ' K)

D~: diffusivity for reaction n in shrinking core re-

action model (m2/s)

di : meanparticle diameter for phase i (m)

dj : diameter of unreacted core of species j in

shrinking core reaction model (m)
~ij

: volumetric enthalpy flux from phase i to phase
.j (W/m3)

Fij : volumetric momentumflux from phase i to

phasej (N/m3)

Frij : Froude numberfor phases i andj (-)
fj : volume fraction ofjin solid phase (-)

~: gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

Hi : enthalpy for phase i (Jlkg)

AH~: interphase heat source for reaction n (J/kmol)

AHfi: heat of formation for species j in phase i at

temperature T (Jlkg)

h..: heat transfer coefficient (W/m2. K)
~:

: equilibrium constant for reaction n (-)

. : film mass transfer resistance for species j inkfil*,J
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shrinking core reaction model (m/s)

ki : thermal conductivity of phase i (W/m' K)
k~ : kinetic constant for reaction n (various)

Mj : molecular weight of species .f (kg/kmol)

Pi : Pressure in phase i (Pa)

Pri : Prandtl numberof phase i (-)

q~*ll : wall heat fiux (W/m2)

R: gas constant (J/kmol ' K)
R,, : rate of reaction n (kmol/m3 '

s)

Reij : Reynolds numberfor phases i andj (-)

r : radial spatial coordinate (m)

Sc : source term for variable ~
Ti : temperature of phase i (K)
tii : interstitial velocity vector of phase i (m/s)

ui : interstitial axial velocity componentof phase i
(m/s)

Vol*.ll : volume of control volume (m3)

vi : interstitial radial velocity componentof phase

i (m/s)

We,J Webernumberfor phases I andj (-)

w: wustite stoichiometric constant (-)

x : axial spatial coordinate (m)

Greek Symbols

F~ : exchangecoefficient for variable ~
8i : volume fraction of phase i (m3i/m3 bed)

Oij : contact angle between phases i andj (')

ui : viscosity of phase i (Pa '
s)

Pi : density of phase i (kg/m3)

ipi : Particle shape factor for phase i (-)

~: general dependent variable in Eq. (1)

coj i : massfraction of species j in phase i (-)

Subscripts

f : fines

g: gas

1: Iiquid

s: solid
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